Women in Science and Engineering (WiSE) Sophomore Success Learning Community
Community Agreement
2013-2014

“Those who show up run the world.”
- Anonymous

The Program for Women in Science and Engineering’s vision is that PWSE will enrich science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) fields by engaging more women, creating the opportunity for a more competitive and diverse state, national, and global workforce.

Our mission is to:

- Create programs, share knowledge, and engage people to enhance the STEM educational experience for women.
- Create, offer, and maintain innovative undergraduate and outreach programs that engage a diverse audience of women and girls in an experiential and supportive learning environment in STEM.
- Share knowledge on innovative strategies, best practices, and research on the success of women in STEM with a broad range of individuals and organizations serving as partners in transforming the STEM educational experience for women.
- Engage a broader, more diverse group of women pursuing STEM careers.

In order for the program to be truly beneficial to students, participants in the WiSE learning communities are expected to participate as outlined below:

At minimum:
- Attend a minimum of 3 WiSE wide events or activities each semester such as:
  - Career Fair Prep Session
  - Socials – tailgate, Halloween events, etc.
  - Leadership Retreat
  - Professional Development events – job shadows, Mocktails, etc.
- Students will meet individually at least three times a semester with their peer mentor. Exceptions will be discussed with peer mentor.

In abiding by the community agreement, the participant is eligible to the benefits of the WiSE Sophomore Success Learning Community, including but not limited to:
- Interaction with and support from peer mentor and other WiSE students.
- Free tutoring for one class per semester.
- Continued attendance at events that promote academic, professional, and social development.
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